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Potential AIDS Vaccine Target Discovered
Through Quaternary Structural Descriptors of
HIV Protein

HIV-1 Env-protein trimer, an
immunogen for AIDS prevention, is
characterized with (isosurface) and
without (mesh) CD4 binding. Upon
CD4 binding, trimeric Env undergoes
quaternary rearrangements.
An outward interface diminution
weakens the subunit interactions
between gp120 and gp41 (red) in the
right and the center density,
respectively. A tilt away of the
subunits from the central axis
is observed to flatten the trimer
surface. Captured by cryoTEM and
image processing, such large subunit
movements are associated with the
tertiary structural change of separated
inner-outer domains (bottom left) into a
more compact (bottom right)
conformation. (Holland Cheng,
University of California, Davis)

New insight into developing a vaccine
for the AIDS virus has been revealed
in the results of international
research headed by University of
California-Davis. Studies conducted
using cryoelectron microscopy show
that the HIV envelope protein opens
like a flower when it attaches to a
human cell. This rearrangement of
the protein, potentially exposing a
vulnerable area, could result in a new
vaccine target, as reported in
"Quaternary structures of HIV Env
immunogen exhibit conformational
vicissitudes and interface diminution
elicited by ligand binding" published
by Professor Holland Cheng's lab in
The Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences in April 2011.

Dr. Li Xing and Dr. Holland Cheng of the UC Davis research
team with Isamu Ishikawa and Dr. Masa Kawasaki of JEOL
USA, and Hiromitsu Furukawa of TEMography.com.

Graduate student Carlos Moscoso and project scientist Dr. Li Xing used the JEOL JEM-2100F cryoTEM
(with STEM capability) to study the structure of the envelope protein complex in Davis. Through
cryomicroscopy, they were able to create 3D images that clearly show that when the HIV protein
complex attaches to the CD4 T cell, or white blood cell, it changes shape and exposes otherwise
hidden regions.
Professor Cheng's research focuses on proteome imaging of macromolecular structures (pioms.ucdavis.
edu). His team uses four JEOL TEMs ranging from 100kV to 300kV. Advances in TEM have made a
great difference to his structural biology work, and particularly to understanding the AIDS virus,
which was first reported in 1981. "When I started in my field in the late 80s, you couldn't achieve the
high resolution of today's TEMs," he said. "The coherance of the beam and the stability of the FEG
microscope have improved our resolution so we can see better details of immunogen structures for
vaccine design." Professor Cheng's lab has started working on tomography of isolated single molecules
and virus-infected cells back in the Karolinska Institute aiming to bridge the multimodality of virus-
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host interactions between the molecules and the cells. "Our high pressure freezing method is critical
for specimen preparation as are the software improvements such as cryo low dose tomography
automation and fast, accurate computation for rendering that allow reliable and fast image analysis
in 3D."
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JEOL de Mexico held a gala 25th Anniversary celebration on
May 6th, attended by 250 customers.
JEOL sold its first electron microscope in Mexico in 1975, and by 1991, it was time to open a JEOL
office with dedicated service and support. Now there are nearly 300 JEOL instruments in Mexico
contributing to advancing research and discoveries about new materials, healthcare, the life sciences,

Nanotechnology on Ice

energy, and more. These instruments include SEM, TEM, GCMS, NMR, AFM, Auger, and XPS. Today
most of the universities, research centers, forensic labs, electronics, steel, mining, and automotive
companies in Mexico are using a JEOL instrument.

How Solar Power Could
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JEOL de Mexico currently has ten service personnel and one application specialist that are dedicated
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to keeping JEOL instruments operating at high performance levels. "The success of JEOL in Mexico
today is due to the confidence of our customers in our technology, and because of dedicated
support," said Polo Enriquez, who has been the JEOL sales representative in Mexico for 17 years.
We're especially proud that our most advanced atomic resolution TEM, the ARM200F, will be
installed at Cinvestav in Mexico this year, bringing the ultimate in research ability to the area.
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Low Vacuum Secondary Electron Detector
JEOL recently introduced the next generation of low vacuum secondary electron detector (LVSED) with
enhanced performance and collection efficiency at fast scan speeds for our tungsten LV SEM product
line. SE imaging provides better spatial resolution and fine topographic detail when compared to BSE
imaging. Read the Product Note >>>

SEM A-Z

SEM Q & A
View the SEM, TEM, and EPMA
documents available for download
from our Resources web page.

Upcoming
Events
Southeastern Microscopy
Society Meeting
May 18-20 - Decatuer, GA

JEOL Seminar: "A View
from the Nanoworld" May 18
Medtronic - Minneapolis, MN

EIPBN
May 31-June 3 - Las Vegas, NV

SMC-MSC
June 8-9 - Ottawa, Canada
InTouchScope
demonstrations

Pharmaceutical tablet at interface with outer coating - 6kV, 40Pa (BSE
image - top; LVSED image - bottom)
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Semicon West
July 12-14
Booth #6157 North Hall
San Francisco, CA
InTouchScope demonstrations

Microscopy & Microanalysis
August 7-11
Booth #302
Nashville, TN
Contact your local representative
for demonstrations of the
InTouchScope, JSM-7600F, JSM6610LV, and more.

IMRC
August 14-18
Cancun, Mexico

The ARM200F with Cold FEG is the only TEM to "Flash & Go (TM)" - or resume observation and analysis
almost immediately after flashing. Instead of interrupting work for 30 minutes or more while waiting
for the emission to stabilize, the ARM200F takes just seconds to continue operation after a flash. A
newly developed vacuum system evacuates the area around the Cold FEG source to less than 1 x 10-9
Pa, resulting in unprecedented emission stability.
Watch the video>>>.
For further reading, see "Development of Cold Field Emission Gun for a 200kV Atomic Resolution
Electron Microscope."

IEEE Nano
August 15-118
Portland, OR

Spruce Up Your Lab with Posters

Fall ACS
August 29-31
Booth #1410
Denver, CO

Subscribe to

Contact us at jeolink@jeol.com or
subscribe here to be added to the
JEOLink email list.
Access past issues online>>>

New to our poster series is a diagram of TEM column (JEM-1400). We also offer a poster showing the
column of a field emission SEM (JEM-7600F) and the tungsten SEM column (JSM-6X60 family). An
energy table for EDS poster is also available. Send us an email with your mailing address and specify
which posters you would like.

